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Introduction

We’ve shown how AMM was derived and how it works. 
So how do we use AMM for design?
Doing so involves a paradigm shift in thinking.



The challenge with design
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System response constantly changes due to AM effects
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Wet Spring Conditions

Dry Summer Conditions



System response constantly changes due to AM effects
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Static event model

Model does not know system is getting wetter.
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Static event model

Model of the largest response over-predicts.
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Which storm are 
you going to pick?

Static event model
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Engineering judgment can 
lead to playing it safe.

Static event model
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There must be a more 
scientific way!

Static event model
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Accurately simulates 
antecedent moisture effects.

Results in highly accurate 
continuous model.

The Antecedent Moisture Model



AM Model Results

Model accurately simulates increasing wetness. 
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AM Model Results

Continuous model matches years of data.
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Wet Spring Conditions

Dry Summer Conditions



Aren't we just dealing with the 
same two-headed monster?

How do we use this for design?

What storm 
to pick ?

What wetness 
condition to pick?
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Move from a design 
storm event to a 

frequency approach.

How do we use this for design?
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Long term continuous 
simulation and 

frequency analysis.

More on this shortly.

How do we use this for design?



How to use the AMM
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There are several important steps to building a good model.

How to use AMM

1. Collect flow and rain data
2. Filter the diurnal pattern
3. Review the rain events
4. Calibration
5. Validation
6. Accuracy of fit
7. Long-term continuous simulation
8. Frequency analysis
9. Frequency validation
10. Physical interpretation of model

Outlined in blog post at 
FlowPrediction.com



1. Collect flow and rain data
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• Several years of data is ideal. 
Minimum of one seasonal cycle 
(wet spring to dry summer).

• Hourly data at a minimum. 
Finer for some systems.       

• Most WWTPs have long-term 
records.

• Perform QA/QC data review.

A model is only as good as the underlying data that it is based upon.



2. Filter the diurnal pattern
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• In sewer systems, we are 
interested in the inflow and 
infiltration flows

• The diurnal sewerage pattern 
needs to be separated out

• Pattern easily identified and 
subtracted



3. Review the rain events
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• Flow and rain data are rarely 
perfect.

• Good hydrologic responses 
are needed for modeling.

• Many issues can make 
storms unusable.

• Bad storms should be 
documented and removed.



4. Calibration
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• Calibration is identifying 
model parameters to match 
system observations.

• Requires “tuning” the various 
model components: 1) base 
flow, 2) infiltration, 3) inflow.

• Goal is to simultaneously 
match all storms with one set 
of model parameters.

Example of calibrating the base flow



5. Validation
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• Validation is testing the 
model performance with 
data not used for calibration.

• Check model performance 
without changing 
parameters.

• Strong validation bolsters 
model confidence.



6. Accuracy of fit
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Accuracy of fit is a 
quantification of 

model performance.
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Net error =  bias

Net error allows the 
positive and negative 
errors to average out.

6. Accuracy of fit
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6. Accuracy of fit

Total error is the average 
of the absolute value of 

the errors.

Total error  = Predictive accuracy



7. Long term continuous simulation
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• Obtain long-term climate data (50+ years) from nearby NWS station

• Run long-term data through the AMM

• Output can be mined for long-term system performance information



8. Frequency analysis
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• Log-Pearson probability 
distribution analysis

• Same process used by 
FEMA for flood plains

• Describes annual 
exceedance probability 
of design flows



8. Frequency analysis
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Process facilitates good 
discussions with system 
owners on:

• Level of service

• Risk versus cost
• Design basis
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Frequency analysis 
spreadsheet at 

FlowPrediction.com 
contains template 
for computations.

8. Frequency analysis



9. Frequency validation
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• Many systems have 
good long-term records

• Observed vs modeled 
frequency plots can be 
compared

• This enables a higher-
level model validation
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• Components: Multiple flow components 
can be used to represent various system 
dynamics.

• Improvements: These can be used to 
match improvements to the specific flow 
sources.

• Predictions: Modifying flow components 
predicts impacts from various types of 
improvement.

10. Physical interpretation of the model



Wetness has a 
huge impact on 

sewer flow

Summary of Design Approach

Antecedent 
moisture model 
is very accurate

Frequency 
approach for 

design decisions
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H2Ometrics has robust AMM tools
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H2Ometrics.com

• Cloud data repository

• Diurnal filter

• Storm I&I analysis

• Full AMM

• Accuracy of fit tools



Questions?

Thank you!

robert.czachorski@ohm-advisors.com
robert@h2ometrics.com

FlowPrediction.com


